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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers uses an ERP as system of record (SOR) for its product data, and Sales Cloud and Revenue Cloud for its sales dat

a. The Product data must be synced with Salesforce so that sales representatives can add the products to their Opportunities and

Quotes. As Products are deactivated within the ERP, they should no longer be available. Since Sales Cloud is the SOR for Opportunities

and Revenue Cloud is the SOR for Quotes, the Solution Architect has been asked to come up with an archiving strategy that preserves

Opportunity and Quote data related to these deactivated products m Salesforce for historical reference.

What should a Solution Architect recommend to manage the deactivation of the Products and archiving of the Saks data?

Options: 
A- Delete the Product in Salesforce once it is deactivated in the ERP. Archive the Opportunity and Quote data m a third-party system

and bring back into Salesforce as External Objects.

B- Remove the Product from active Opportunities and Quotes. Archive the Opportunity and Quote data in a third-parry system and bring

back into Salesforce as External Objects.

C- Deactivate the Product m Salesforce once it is deactivated m the ERP. Archive the Opportunity and Quote data in a third-party

system and bring back into Salesforce as External Objects.

D- Deactivate the Product in Salesforce once it is deactivated m the ERP. Mark the Opportunity and Quote data in Salesforce as inactive

so they do not show up in reporting.



Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
This way, you can preserve the historical data of your sales transactions related to the deactivated products without deleting them from

Salesforce.You can also avoid syncing issues between your ERP and Salesforce by keeping the product status consistent1.

Deactivating a product in Salesforce means that it cannot be added to new opportunities or quotes, but it remains visible on existing

ones1.You can also deactivate all related prices for that product at the same time by enabling a setting in Product Settings1.To mark an

opportunity or quote as inactive, you can use a custom field or a workflow rule that changes its status based on certain criteria3.

https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=customize_product.htm&language=en_US&type=0

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) is using Sales Cloud and Service Cloud. UC wants a solution that can tend scheduled emails on a dairy,

weekly, or monthly basis to existing customers and prospects. UC also wants to track if customers have opened the emails. There can
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be as little as 1,000 emails in a week or as many as 100,000 emails in a month, depending on the season.

Based on that criteria, which solution should the Solution Architect recommend to UC?

Options: 
A- Set up scheduled flows to handle email sending and tracking.

B- Recommend Marketing Cloud Account Engagement.

C- Develop a custom solution using scheduled Apex to send emails.

D- Recommend Marketing Cloud Personalization.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
This is a feature of Salesforce Marketing Cloud that allows you to create and send personalized emails to your existing customers and

prospects based on their account data and behavior.It also enables you to track email opens, clicks, bounces, unsubscribes, and more1.

Marketing Cloud Account Engagement can help you handle large volumes of emails and schedule them on a daily, weekly, or monthly

basis.It also integrates with Sales Cloud and Service Cloud to provide a unified view of your customers across all channels12.

https://www.salesforce.com/products/marketing-cloud/overview/
https://www.salesforce.com/products/marketing-cloud/overview/
https://www.salesforce.com/products/marketing-cloud/overview/
https://www.salesforce.com/products/marketing-cloud/overview/


Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The business model of Universal Containers (UC) puts a strong emphasis on indirect sales and service processes. UC's customers are

primarily distributors, resellers, and service providers who either sell or service products independently, or collaborate with UC on joint

opportunities and cases. In the past, collaboration was primarily driven through email but UC wants to bring both service and sales

collaboration onto one consolidated platform.

Which solution should a Solution Architect recommend to create better collaboration and visibility for UC employees, resellers, and

service partners?

Options: 
A- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Sales Cloud licenses and Service Cloud licenses.

B- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Partner Community licenses.

C- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Customer Community licenses.

D- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Customer Community Plus licenses.

Answer: 
B



Explanation: 
This type of license allows external users to access standard Salesforce objects such as accounts, contacts, leads, opportunities, and

cases.It also enables them to collaborate with UC employees and other partners on joint sales and service processes34.

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A Solution Architect that been hired to consult Ace Computers with its integration solution. Ace Computers has a combination of four on-

premise and cloud systems with data that need to be integrated to Salesforce. Ace Computers expects to have large data volumes and

wants to minimize impact on end-user operations during business hours.

Which integration solution should the Solution Architect recommend for the company's business needs?

Options: 
A- Salesforce Data Loader

B- MuleSoft Anypoint Platform

https://dazeworks.com/blog/what-are-the-different-types-of-community-licenses-2/
https://dazeworks.com/blog/what-are-the-different-types-of-community-licenses-2/


C- MuleSoft Composer

D- Platform Events

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
The Solution Architect should recommend MuleSoft Anypoint Platform for Ace Computers' integration solution. MuleSoft Anypoint

Platform is a powerful integration platform that can connect to a wide range of systems, including on-premise and cloud systems. It has

advanced capabilities for data mapping, transformation, and routing, as well as support for large data volumes and real-time integration.

MuleSoft Anypoint Platform also has features for minimizing the impact on end-user operations, such as batch processing and advanced

scheduling. Salesforce Data Loader is a tool for importing and exporting data to and from Salesforce and is not suitable for integrating

multiple systems. MuleSoft Composer is a lightweight integration solution that is designed for simple integrations and may not be

suitable for Ace Computers' complex integration needs. Platform Events are a feature in Salesforce that allow for real-time

communication between applications within Salesforce but may not be suitable for Ace Computers' integration needs.

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Universal Containers (UC) is at the end of its first and only design phase. UC decided to go ahead and build against the entire future

design that was developed and agreed upon by its internal stakeholders and Center of Excellence. But a concern by the executive team

is how UC can de-risk itself and stay within budget during the build while still hitting the objectives that were defined m the design phase.

Which recommendation should the Solution Architect make to alleviate the executive team's concerns during the build?

Options: 
A- Help the executive team develop a governance framework; and team to focus on those concerns throughout the build and track the

budget.

B- Promise the executive team that the project manager will always give comprehensive budget numbers every week and they will never

overrun on budget.

C- Help the executive team understand that they created their entire complete vision of the solution already and there is no chance

anything new will come up during the build.

D- Assure the executive team that the current project is at a fixed scope and there will not be any overrun on budget.

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 



This answer suggests that a governance framework can help ensure alignment between business requirements and solution design, as

well as monitor and control costs during the build phase2. However, this is not an official answer from Salesforce, so you might want to

verify it with other sources or experts.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) is using Sales Cloud and Service Cloud. UC wants a solution that can tend scheduled emails on a dairy,

weekly, or monthly basis to existing customers and prospects. UC also wants to track if customers have opened the emails. There can

be as little as 1,000 emails in a week or as many as 100,000 emails in a month, depending on the season.

Based on that criteria, which solution should the Solution Architect recommend to UC?

Options: 
A- Set up scheduled flows to handle email sending and tracking.

B- Recommend Marketing Cloud Account Engagement.

C- Develop a custom solution using scheduled Apex to send emails.

https://www.salesforceben.com/salesforce-b2b-solution-architect-certification-guide-tips/
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D- Recommend Marketing Cloud Personalization.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
This is a feature of Salesforce Marketing Cloud that allows you to create and send personalized emails to your existing customers and

prospects based on their account data and behavior.It also enables you to track email opens, clicks, bounces, unsubscribes, and more1.

Marketing Cloud Account Engagement can help you handle large volumes of emails and schedule them on a daily, weekly, or monthly

basis.It also integrates with Sales Cloud and Service Cloud to provide a unified view of your customers across all channels12.

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers uses an ERP as system of record (SOR) for its product data, and Sales Cloud and Revenue Cloud for its sales dat

a. The Product data must be synced with Salesforce so that sales representatives can add the products to their Opportunities and

Quotes. As Products are deactivated within the ERP, they should no longer be available. Since Sales Cloud is the SOR for Opportunities

https://www.salesforce.com/products/marketing-cloud/overview/
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and Revenue Cloud is the SOR for Quotes, the Solution Architect has been asked to come up with an archiving strategy that preserves

Opportunity and Quote data related to these deactivated products m Salesforce for historical reference.

What should a Solution Architect recommend to manage the deactivation of the Products and archiving of the Saks data?

Options: 
A- Delete the Product in Salesforce once it is deactivated in the ERP. Archive the Opportunity and Quote data m a third-party system

and bring back into Salesforce as External Objects.

B- Remove the Product from active Opportunities and Quotes. Archive the Opportunity and Quote data in a third-parry system and bring

back into Salesforce as External Objects.

C- Deactivate the Product m Salesforce once it is deactivated m the ERP. Archive the Opportunity and Quote data in a third-party

system and bring back into Salesforce as External Objects.

D- Deactivate the Product in Salesforce once it is deactivated m the ERP. Mark the Opportunity and Quote data in Salesforce as inactive

so they do not show up in reporting.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 



This way, you can preserve the historical data of your sales transactions related to the deactivated products without deleting them from

Salesforce.You can also avoid syncing issues between your ERP and Salesforce by keeping the product status consistent1.

Deactivating a product in Salesforce means that it cannot be added to new opportunities or quotes, but it remains visible on existing

ones1.You can also deactivate all related prices for that product at the same time by enabling a setting in Product Settings1.To mark an

opportunity or quote as inactive, you can use a custom field or a workflow rule that changes its status based on certain criteria3.

https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=customize_product.htm&language=en_US&type=0

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) is at the end of its first and only design phase. UC decided to go ahead and build against the entire future

design that was developed and agreed upon by its internal stakeholders and Center of Excellence. But a concern by the executive team

is how UC can de-risk itself and stay within budget during the build while still hitting the objectives that were defined m the design phase.

Which recommendation should the Solution Architect make to alleviate the executive team's concerns during the build?

Options: 
A- Help the executive team develop a governance framework; and team to focus on those concerns throughout the build and track the
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budget.

B- Promise the executive team that the project manager will always give comprehensive budget numbers every week and they will never

overrun on budget.

C- Help the executive team understand that they created their entire complete vision of the solution already and there is no chance

anything new will come up during the build.

D- Assure the executive team that the current project is at a fixed scope and there will not be any overrun on budget.

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
This answer suggests that a governance framework can help ensure alignment between business requirements and solution design, as

well as monitor and control costs during the build phase2. However, this is not an official answer from Salesforce, so you might want to

verify it with other sources or experts.

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice
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A Solution Architect that been hired to consult Ace Computers with its integration solution. Ace Computers has a combination of four on-

premise and cloud systems with data that need to be integrated to Salesforce. Ace Computers expects to have large data volumes and

wants to minimize impact on end-user operations during business hours.

Which integration solution should the Solution Architect recommend for the company's business needs?

Options: 
A- Salesforce Data Loader

B- MuleSoft Anypoint Platform

C- MuleSoft Composer

D- Platform Events

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
The Solution Architect should recommend MuleSoft Anypoint Platform for Ace Computers' integration solution. MuleSoft Anypoint

Platform is a powerful integration platform that can connect to a wide range of systems, including on-premise and cloud systems. It has

advanced capabilities for data mapping, transformation, and routing, as well as support for large data volumes and real-time integration.

MuleSoft Anypoint Platform also has features for minimizing the impact on end-user operations, such as batch processing and advanced



scheduling. Salesforce Data Loader is a tool for importing and exporting data to and from Salesforce and is not suitable for integrating

multiple systems. MuleSoft Composer is a lightweight integration solution that is designed for simple integrations and may not be

suitable for Ace Computers' complex integration needs. Platform Events are a feature in Salesforce that allow for real-time

communication between applications within Salesforce but may not be suitable for Ace Computers' integration needs.

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The business model of Universal Containers (UC) puts a strong emphasis on indirect sales and service processes. UC's customers are

primarily distributors, resellers, and service providers who either sell or service products independently, or collaborate with UC on joint

opportunities and cases. In the past, collaboration was primarily driven through email but UC wants to bring both service and sales

collaboration onto one consolidated platform.

Which solution should a Solution Architect recommend to create better collaboration and visibility for UC employees, resellers, and

service partners?

Options: 
A- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Sales Cloud licenses and Service Cloud licenses.



B- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Partner Community licenses.

C- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Customer Community licenses.

D- Grant access to resellers and partners by providing Customer Community Plus licenses.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
This type of license allows external users to access standard Salesforce objects such as accounts, contacts, leads, opportunities, and

cases.It also enables them to collaborate with UC employees and other partners on joint sales and service processes34.
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